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The current tax administration mode, which was based on self-assessment and 
taxation service, which was depended on computer networks and which centralize the 
collection and stress auditing, was performed in our country from 1997. This mode is 
suitable to the developed market economy environment and tax system based on 
personal income tax. 
From the practice, the current tax administration mode did not achieve the reform 
objects. i.e. carrying out the rules of tax law with the lowest administration costs and 
tax compliance costs as possible as we can. 
Why did the current tax administration mode, which performed well in 
developed countries, not achieve the expected objects in our country? This paper 
discusses this from three aspects: the underdeveloped market economy environment, 
the characteristics of tax compliance and tax-collecting behavior in our country. 
The underdeveloped market economy has a fundamental influence on the 
practice of the tax administration mode. Therefore, in choosing and designing the tax 
administration mode, the factor of the underdeveloped market economy should be 
regarded as the theoretical premise. The basic characteristics of the underdeveloped 
market economy in China are as follows: imperfect market economy system and 
apparent characteristics of transition economy, imbalance of the economic 
development, and the distinct culture environment, all of which will determine that 
the tax administration mode in our country cannot copy the Western mode. Different 
tax administration modes should be considered according to such factors as the 
distribution of tax source and information construction, etc. in different areas. 
Different from the developed countries, where the personal taxpayer provides 
most part of tax revenue, in China, tax revenue is mainly from enterprises. This paper 
discusses the tax-paying behavior of enterprises by economic type and scale 
separately under the underdeveloped market economy and points out that different tax 
administration modes should be considered according to different sorts of taxpayers. 
The aim of carrying out the rules of tax law does not only rely on taxpayers’ 
tax-paying by law, but also on collectors’ tax-collecting by law. This paper discusses 
the necessity of performing different tax administration modes from the perspective of 














achievements、power supervision and different tax-collecting behavior on different 
taxpayers. 
In the last chapter, this paper tries to put forward some improvements of tax 
administration mode under China’s underdeveloped market economy and proposes 
many different modes which are suitable for different areas. The options and design of 
tax administration mode should consider such factors as information construction、
distribution of tax source and the sum of taxpayers, etc.  
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